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5 Whys

• Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed 
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions. 

• At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay 
special attention to:

 - What people could/could not see from their locations

 - Body position

 - Equipment and people they interacted with

• Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and 
the goals they worked to.

• Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything 
different?

• Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. 

 Gather Human Factors Evidence



5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples.

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 



5 Whys

• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader can recognise the 
human factors involved. 

• In other words, the finding should clearly describe what the person did or 
did not do and why.

 - Example 1: The operator opened the wrong valve because it was the 
same colour and next to the correct valve. The valve design did not 
have HF review to identify potential for error. 

 - Example 2: 

 - The operator put his hand into a running pipe cutting machine 
because he believed lifting the guard would de-energise the machine 
(per his previous experience and training).

 - Procurement obtained the machine quickly and they did not identify 
that the machine purchased did not have a safety interlock because 
there was no procurement policy in place to require this.

• A finding should not denote blame.

Developing Human Factors Findings



5 Whys

Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experienced investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?



5 Whys

Reporting Don’ts

Use labels and conclude the cause was:

• Human error

• Error type (e.g. decision error)

• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)

Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics

• Complacency

• Recklessness / Carelessness

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done

• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.

Reporting Dos

It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.

Get the HF in your report right:

• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 

• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 

• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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Advanced Cause and Effect

• Evidence gathering is supported by 
development of your cause and effect 
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF 
evidence at every stage.

• Enhance your chances of making an 
effective investigation analysis by actively 
and systematically seeking human factors 
evidence and lines of enquiry. 

• At the scene, put yourself in the shoes 
of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. A 
reconstruction or walkthrough of events 
usually helps understand the situation.

• Be systematic in preparing and completing 
interviews. Look for human factor 
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

 Gather Human Factors Evidence



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.



Advanced Cause and Effect

• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader 
can recognise the human factors involved. The 
Human Factors Verification Tool can help with that.

• The finding should make the link between: 

 - Behaviour 

 - Assumptions / decisions / mindset

 - External Factors that influenced behaviour (PSFs)

 - Management system causes / organizational 
leadership and cultural factors

 - For example – operator opened the wrong valve 
(behaviour) because it was the same colour and 
next to the correct valve (PSF). The valve design 
did not have HF review to identify potential for 
error (Management system cause). 

Developing human factors findings

• In other words, the finding should clearly describe 
what the person did or did not do and why.

• A finding should not denote blame. 

The operator did not stop filling the storage 
tank (behaviour) because he was unaware (mind 
set) of the high level due to an incorrect level 
indication from the level instrument (PSF) and 
failure of the independent high-high level alarm 
to activate. 

A finding should describe a causal 
or contributory factor

And describe the reason (s) it occurred



Advanced Cause and Effect

Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experienced investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?



Advanced Cause and Effect

Reporting Don’ts

Use labels and conclude the cause was:

• Human error

• Error type (e.g. decision error)

• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)

Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal 
characteristics

• Complacency

• Recklessness / Carelessness

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done

• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.

Reporting Dos

It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.

Get the HF in your report right:

• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 

• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 

• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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 Investigation top tipsPreparing yourself and your team Keypoints to remember

 Resources Introduction
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 All tools

Key points to remember: 

• The human mind has a tendency to unconsciously 
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this 
tendency can help investigators to avoid this potential 
issue. 

• Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and 
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.

• It might sound obvious, but remember to think like a 
human. Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved 
and establish why their actions and assessments made 
sense at the time.
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Preparing yourself and your team: 

• As you make preparations for the investigation refresh 
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the 
Quick Links.

• Make sure you have this toolkit to hand.

• Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh 
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation 
team for success. Be vigilant and take steps to build on 
experience from previous investigations, as these can 
enhance the quality of your investigation.
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Investigation team top tips

Pitfall Solution

Does your team believe that the 
event was predictable if only people 
involved knew what you know now?

If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced 
people’s thinking and decisions contributing to the incident.

• Avoid cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour back into the situation that produced and accompanied 

the behaviour

If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.

• Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence

If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.

• Identify your assumptions and test them – seek disagreement!
• Keep asking questions – make use of independent checks and challenge

If Yes, you are at risk of missing factors that created human error or attracted 
attention at the time.

• Put conscious effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance

Does your team easily agree on 
the causes and avoid an ongoing 
challenge of what really could have 
happened?

Does your team focus on proving 
what they thought were the causes 
of the incident?

Does your team assign causes 
of incidents to human error, 
inattention, complacency or 
procedural non-conformance?



Advanced Cause and Effect
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Key points to remember: 

• The human mind has a tendency to unconsciously 
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this 
tendency can help investigators to avoid this potential 
issue. 

• Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and 
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.

• It might sound obvious, but remember to think like a 
human. Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved 
and establish why their actions and assessments made 
sense at the time.



Advanced Cause and Effect
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Preparing yourself and your team: 

• As you make preparations for the investigation refresh 
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the 
Quick Links.

• Make sure you have this toolkit to hand.

• Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh 
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation 
team for success. Be vigilant and take steps to build on 
experience from previous investigations, as these can 
enhance the quality of your investigation.
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Investigation team top tips

Pitfall Solution

Does your team believe that the 
event was predictable if only people 
involved knew what you know now?

If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced 
people’s thinking and decisions contributing to the incident.

• Avoid cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour back into the situation that produced and accompanied 

the behaviour

If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.

• Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence

If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.

• Identify your assumptions and test them – seek disagreement!
• Keep asking questions – make use of independent checks and challenge

If Yes, you are at risk of missing factors that created human error or attracted 
attention at the time.

• Put conscious effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance

Does your team easily agree on 
the causes and avoid an ongoing 
challenge of what really could have 
happened?

Does your team focus on proving 
what they thought were the causes 
of the incident?

Does your team assign causes 
of incidents to human error, 
inattention, complacency or 
procedural non-conformance?



5 Whys

• Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed 
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions. 

• At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay 
special attention to:

 - What people could/could not see from their locations

 - Body position

 - Equipment and people they interacted with:

• Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and 
the goals they worked to.

• Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything 
different?

• Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. 

 Gather Human Factors Evidence:

 Home

 Checklist Tool

 Resources Introduction

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations

A checklist tool to help you  

gather HF evidence:

How to use this tool:

• Open the tool

• Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of 
interest during evidence gathering  

• Use the checklist alongside interview methods
• DO NOT use the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
• The aim is to avoid the need to re-interview witnesses



Advanced Cause and Effect

• Evidence gathering is supported by 
development of your cause and effect 
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF 
evidence at every stage.

• Enhance your chances of making an 
effective investigation analysis by actively 
and systematically seeking human factors 
evidence and lines of enquiry. 

• At the scene, put yourself in the shoes 
of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. A 
reconstruction or walkthrough of events 
usually helps understand the situation.

• Be systematic in preparing and completing 
interviews. Look for human factor 
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

 Gather Human Factors Evidence:

Checklist Tool

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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A checklist tool to help you  

gather HF evidence:

How to use this tool:

• Open the tool

• Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of 
interest during evidence gathering  

• Use the checklist alongside interview methods
• DO NOT use the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
• The aim is to avoid the need to re-interview witnesses



5 Whys

Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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 What good looks like

An operator using a new pipe cutting machine trapped and badly injured their hand whilst  
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the 
machine as part of site’s initial response

ANALYSIS

FOCUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS

MORE EFFECTIVE DEPTH

MORE EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Incident Description Example:

Operator is to blame 
for reaching into the 
machine whilst still 
switched on.

Discipline the operator. Operator training 
should be completed 
on the specific 
machine they will be 
expected to use on 
site.

Amend the 
procurement 
procedure to include 
a thorough risk 
assessment process 
for equipment selected 
for purchase.

The machine was 
needed quickly; the 
procurement process 
did not require the 
machine purchased  
to have a safety 
interlock.

Operator had already 
received training; 
the machine used 
in training was 
interlocked.

Operator believed that 
lifting the guard would 
disable the machine.

Re-train the operator in 
all aspects of operating 
the machine.

Amend the procedure 
for introducing new 
equipment into the 
workplace to include 
provision for pre use 
testing and safety 
checks.

The machine was not 
fully tested before 
being put to use.

The deeper the analysis the better the recommendation



5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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Example 01 Example 02  Basic Analysis Tool   Fatigue Tool  

 Resources Introduction

Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.

Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.

A description of 
an assumption / 
decision made by 
a person.

Explanation of 
the situation was 
created. 

Explanation of the 
reasons leading to 
the assumption. 

Explanation why it 
made sense to the 
person to do X.

Explanation of 
more distant 
factors that created 
the conditions 
which led to an 
assumption which 
led to a behaviour.

The procurement 
process did 
not require 
the machine 
purchased to  
have a safety 
interlock.

Machine normally 
used by the 
operator has an 
interlock on the 
guard and the 
machine in use 
was different.

The machine in 
use was obtained 
quickly and 
did not come 
equipped with an 
interlock.

Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w
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Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience



5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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 Resources Introduction

Analysing HF using 5 Whys

Factors that shaped or influenced the 
behaviour could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort 
saving, keeping plant running, 
avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, 
line of sight

• The task – layout, design, supervision 
or procedures

• The person – training, knowledge, 
skill, experience

Physical Causes Human Causes

Human Causes

Management 
System Causes

When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to 
an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch,

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external 

factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors 

responsible for these causes of the behaviour. 

Employee lost 
footing

Employee 
missed step

Employee could 
not see steps

Bulky items being 
carried obstructed 
employee’s view of 

stairs

Employee did 
not use handrall

Employee’s hands were occupied carrying 
presenations/purse/coffee

Employee was 
in a hurry

Employee was 
late for meeting

Late inputs to report 
and printing problems 

delayed employee

Employee 
Injured

Employee fell 
down stairs

Employee 
tripped



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.

 Home

Process Help 4 Steps Overview HF Analysis Tools Case Study 1  

 Resources Introduction

Case Study 2
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Help with the 4 step process 

If you are unable to conclude the analysis of the behaviour 
using the 4 steps approach: 

• Re-define the behaviour, and/or

• Collect more evidence  

• And re-analyse

• Seek support from an SME or apply the analysis tools on 
this page  



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.

 Home

Process Help 4 Steps Overview HF Analysis Tools Case Study 1  

 Resources Introduction

Case Study 2
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HF Analysis Tools 

Remember: 

Investigate why the behaviour made sense to the person at 
that point in time. These Tools can help you understand and 
verify the factors that influenced behaviour (Step 2 and 3).

A simple HF analysis tool.

A tool to enable the contribution of fatigue in the 
incident to be assessed. Recommended to use this to 
Verify or Rule Out Fatigue. 

A tool to help investigators verify their HF analysis



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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4 Steps Overview 

This overview shows how the 4 step process can fit into an 
advanced cause and effect analysis tool. It can be used as a 
visual support as you facilitate a cause and effect analysis.

Instructions:

1. Open the file

2. Print the document

3. Use the content to help you to facilitate the HF analysis 
using the 4 step approach

4. Refer to the case studies for further help

Note, If you use a template for your cause and effect 
analysis tool (e.g. in a mind mapping package) the text in the 
overview can be added to this to support the investigators in 
the process of analysing HF / behaviours.



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) 

These are conditions external to the person (e.g. noise, difficult 
procedures, equipment design) or internal to the person (e.g. 
personal problems, team relationships) that can affect how the 
person performs on the day, and therefore how likely they are to 
make an unintentional error.



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Antecedents 

These are factors that come before, or triggers a behaviour (e.g. 
signs, training, other people’s expectations). It prompts the person 
to perform a behaviour one time, but does not guarantee that the 
person will continue to behave in that way.



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Consequences 

Are motivating factors that occur after the behaviour (e.g. time or 
effort saving, keep plan running, gain approval from supervisor 
or peers). Consequences that reliably happen at or shortly after 
the behaviour are more powerful. Positive consequences to the 
individual can be particularly powerful in motivating them to use  
that behaviour again. 



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Case Study 1: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool

Generator caught fire during 
refuelling because it overfilled:

• A diesel generator needed to 
be refuelled twice a day 

• Manual filling using a hose 
gravity fed from an IBC.

• The technician used a 
water bottle to hold open 
the trigger and then left to 
complete a pigging prep 
task.

• The plan was to come back 
and finish the refuelling but 
this step was forgotten.

When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to an event, investigators can build a cause and effect 
branch, which:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Generator caught fire

Diesel overfilled the fuel tank

Source of ignition found

Oxygen present

generator fire.mmap - 20/04/2017 - Mindjet
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Tech A propped the filling nozzle
open with a water bottle

The individual failed to detect or
perceive something (Sensory)

The individual forgot / misrecalled
information or forgot to do
something (Memory)

The individual made an error of
judgement, planning or decision
making (Decision)

The individual did or said something
unintended or inadvertently
incorrect or unclear (Action)

The individual was motivated to use
the water bottle to prop the nozzle
open (Intentional)

Poor ergonomics of refueling task

Takes 20 - 30 mins

Awkward to reach

Fuel tank is situated in the bottom
of the generator enclosure

Alternative fueling methods not installed WHY?

Customary routine  practice done by all in the team
Supervision less than adequate WHY?

Refueling mechanism less than adequate WHY?

Rules were known but motivation
for using the bottle out weighed
doing it by the procedure

Saved effort

Saved discomfort

The technician was trained to use
the water bottle

generator fire.mmap - 20/04/2017 - Mindjet

Step 1 - Identify a 
single, well defined 
behaviour.

Step 2 – Explore 
the 4 potential 
error types and 
identify PSFs.

Step 3 – Explore 
potential antecedents 
and expected 
consequences that 
could have motivated 
the individual.

Step 4 - Verify the HF conclusions and update the cause and effect tool based on the evidence.

Potential causes of the behaviour could include:

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

Case Study 1: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool using the 4 step approach
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Step 1

A pipe fitter reached into a 
running pipe cutting machine 
and incurred a serious hand 
injury:

• The pipefitter was very 
experienced. 

• The machine he was using 
worked differently to the 
machine he normally used. 

• The expectation was lifting 
the guard would shut the 
machine off, he adopted 
a habitual behaviour (his 
mind-set was incorrect for 
the situation).

• The machine was not 
equipped with this type of 
interlock device.

When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to an 
event, investigators build a cause and effect branch that:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors 

which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors 

responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery

Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard

Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet

Step 1 - Identify a 
single, well defined 
behaviour.
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.

 Home

Process Help 4 Steps Overview HF Analysis Tools Case Study 1  

 Resources Introduction

Case Study 2
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 2 & 3
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Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery

Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard

Lifting guard did not stop machine
(as per company standards)

Operator wanted to retrieve workpiece

The Operator failed to detect or
perceive that the machine was still
running (Sensory)

The Operator mis-recalled the
operating procedure or forgot to
switch the machine off (Memory)

The Operator believed lifting the
guard would shut off the machine
(Decision)

The Operator mis-positioned his
hand (Action)

The Operator deliberately reached
into the machine while it was
running to retrieve the workpiece
(Intentional)

Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet

Step 2 – Explore 
the 4 potential 
error types and 
identify PSFs.

Step 3 – Explore 
potential antecedents 
and expected 
consequences that 
could have motivated 
the individual.

Potential causes of the behaviour 
could include:

• Motivating factors like time or 
effort saving, keeping plant 
running, avoiding supervisor 
disproval etc.

• The physical environment – 
lighting, line of sight

• The task – layout, design, 
supervision or procedures

• The person – training, 
knowledge, skill, experience



Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.

 Home

Process Help 4 Steps Overview HF Analysis Tools Case Study 1  

 Resources Introduction

Case Study 2
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Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery

Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard

Lifting guard did not stop machine
(as per company standards)

Operator wanted to retrieve workpiece

The Operator failed to detect or
perceive that the machine was still
running (Sensory)

Lighting

Vision

Design

Motor sound

The Operator mis-recalled the
operating procedure or forgot to
switch the machine off (Memory)

Fatigue

Training

Distraction

The Operator believed lifting the
guard would shut off the machine
(Decision)

Machine that operator was trained
on had 'stop' function when lifting
guard

No training carried out on new machine

Previous machines operator had
used had auto-stop - habitual action

The Operator mis-positioned his
hand (Action)

Guards position fixed/removable

Distractions

The Operator deliberately reached
into the machine while it was
running to retrieve the workpiece
(Intentional)

Time or effort saving Shortcut?

Training

Safety Culture

Time pressure

Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet

Step 4 - Verify the HF conclusions 
and update the cause and effect 
branch based on the evidence.

Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 3 & 4
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Check Analysis tools for other 
potential PSF, antecedent or 
consequences.



5 Whys

Reporting Don’ts

Use labels and conclude the cause was:

• Human error

• Error type (e.g. decision error)

• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)

Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics

• Complacency

• Recklessness / Carelessness

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done

• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.

Reporting Dos

It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.

Get the HF in your report right:

• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 

• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 

• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.

ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations

 Home

Example 

 Resources Introduction

How to report an unfolding mind-set

An incident: 

An operator using a new 
pipe cutting machine 
trapped and badly injured 
their hand whilst reaching 
in to retrieve the pipe.

Narrative to avoid:

The operator failed to 
conduct a pre-check to 
identify if the machine had 
an interlock. 

The operator ignored the 
sign placed in the coffee 
area to not put their hands 
close to moving machinery 
parts. 

Narrative to consider:

The operator had 16 years of experience at the time of the incident.

Traditionally, the pipes were cut manually, however as the company grew and needed 
to process 4 times more pipes, 3 years ago the management decided to build a new 
production line with multiple working stations across the shop floor responsible for 
different stages of the manufacturing process.

As the new machines were installed on the shop floor, the operators were trained on the 
use of the machines. Training was delivered by a qualified trainer, and the participants had 
to demonstrate the 100% conformance to the operating procedures. The new machines 
had advanced mechanisms of protecting the users including proximity sensors and 
interlocked guards which switched off the machine if a hand was close to the moving part. 
The side effect of this solution was that due to the design of the machine it was quicker 
to use the interlocked guard than to switch the machine off, remove the pipe, and start it 
again.

6 months before the incident the incident, the manufacturer of the machine went bankrupt. 
2 months before the incident the machine broke and could not be replaced by the same 
model. The company had to find a new supplier urgently due to a building order backlog. 
The newly identified machine had similar specification but no interlocks in place.
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Introduction to the HF Toolkit

How to use this toolkit

• This interactive PDF needs to be 
viewed fullscreen.

• The toolkit is arranged as a simple to 
use blend of guidance, tips and tools.

• It is structured around the key stages 
of an investigation and around a road 
map with embedded links.

• Navigation is facilitated by tabs and 
embedded links.

• All tools are embedded within the 
toolkit.

• Supplementary guidance and 
information is provided as hover overs 
or via links.

Background

• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact 
on human performance is integral to a quality incident 
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of 
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or 
something to be done after the investigation is complete.

• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used 
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors. 
This means that the investigation analysis technique your 
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can 
support you in doing this.

• It may not always be possible to establish why a person 
did what they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand 
what influenced the behaviour(s) that led to an incident, 
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent 
reoccurrence.

• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help 
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been 
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human 
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.

• Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you 
need support.
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5 Whys

• Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed 
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions. 

• At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay 
special attention to:

 - What people could/could not see from their locations

 - Body position

 - Equipment and people they interacted with:

• Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and 
the goals they worked to.

• Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything 
different?

• Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. 
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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5 Whys

• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader can recognise the 
human factors involved. 

• In other words, the finding should clearly describe what the person did or 
did not do and why.

 - Example 1: The operator opened the wrong valve because it was the 
same colour and next to the correct valve. The valve design did not 
have HF review to identify potential for error. 

 - Example 2: 

 - The operator put his hand into a running pipe cutting machine 
because he believed lifting the guard would de-energise the machine 
(per his previous experience and training).

 - Procurement obtained the machine quickly and they did not identify 
that the machine purchased did not have a safety interlock because 
there was no procurement policy in place to require this.

• A finding should not denote blame.

Developing Human Factors Findings
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factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
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need support.
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5 Whys

Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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Advanced Cause and Effect
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Advanced Cause and Effect

• Evidence gathering is supported by 
development of your cause and effect 
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF 
evidence at every stage.

• Enhance your chances of making an 
effective investigation analysis by actively 
and systematically seeking human factors 
evidence and lines of enquiry. 

• At the scene, put yourself in the shoes 
of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. A 
reconstruction or walkthrough of events 
usually helps understand the situation.

• Be systematic in preparing and completing 
interviews. Look for human factor 
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

 Gather Human Factors Evidence:

Checklist Tool
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Advanced Cause and Effect
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 

• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)

 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.

• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.

 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.

Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Advanced Cause and Effect

• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader 
can recognise the human factors involved. The 
Human Factors Verification Tool can help with that.

• The finding should make the link between: 

 - Behaviour 

 - Assumptions / decisions / mindset

 - External Factors that influenced behaviour (PSFs)

 - Management system causes / organizational 
leadership and cultural factors

 - For example – operator opened the wrong valve 
(behaviour) because it was the same colour and 
next to the correct valve (PSF). The valve design 
did not have HF review to identify potential for 
error (Management system cause). 

Developing human factors findings

• In other words, the finding should clearly describe 
what the person did or did not do and why.

• A finding should not denote blame. 

The operator did not stop filling the storage 
tank (behaviour) because he was unaware (mind 
set) of the high level due to an incorrect level 
indication from the level instrument (PSF) and 
failure of the independent high-high level alarm 
to activate. 

A finding should describe a causal 
or contributory factor

And describe the reason (s) it occurred
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Reporting Don’ts

Use labels and conclude the cause was:

• Human error

• Error type (e.g. decision error)

• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)

Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal 
characteristics

• Complacency

• Recklessness / Carelessness

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done

• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.

Reporting Dos

It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.

Get the HF in your report right:

• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 

• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 

• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Advanced Cause and Effect

Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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Want to find out more?

External resources:

Energy Institute website 

Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website 

Rail industry Guide to Human Factors 

Marine Introduction to Human Factors 

Human factors: Inspectors human factors toolkit 

IOGP report 621 on Building confidence in HF investigation

https://publishing.energyinst.org/topics/human-and-organisational-factors
http://www.hse.gov.uk/humanfactors/
http://www.rssb.co.uk/Library/improving-industry-performance/2008-guide-understanding-human-factors-a-guide-for-the-railway-industry.pdf
http://www.nautinst.org/filemanager/root/site_assets/forums/fatigue_forum/mca_the_human_element_a_guide_to_human_behaviour_in_the_shipping_industry.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/humanfactors/toolkit.htm
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/iogp-report-621-demystifying-human-factors-building-confidence-in-human-factors-investigation/
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Writing human factors related  

recommendations:

1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like

2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes

3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4. It should be sustainable over time

5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help

When developing 

recommendations apply the 

Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 

Controls’ and ask: 

• Can the hazard be removed? 

• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 

• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 

• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 

• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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 What good looks like

An operator using a new pipe cutting machine trapped and badly injured their hand whilst  
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the 
machine as part of site’s initial response

ANALYSIS

FOCUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS

MORE EFFECTIVE DEPTH

MORE EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Incident Description Example:

Operator is to blame 
for reaching into the 
machine whilst still 
switched on.

Discipline the operator. Operator training 
should be completed 
on the specific 
machine they will be 
expected to use on 
site.

Amend the 
procurement 
procedure to include 
a thorough risk 
assessment process 
for equipment selected 
for purchase.

The machine was 
needed quickly; the 
procurement process 
did not require the 
machine purchased  
to have a safety 
interlock.

Operator had already 
received training; 
the machine used 
in training was 
interlocked.

Operator believed that 
lifting the guard would 
disable the machine.

Re-train the operator in 
all aspects of operating 
the machine.

Amend the procedure 
for introducing new 
equipment into the 
workplace to include 
provision for pre use 
testing and safety 
checks.

The machine was not 
fully tested before 
being put to use.

The deeper the analysis the better the recommendation



5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.

Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.

w
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.

Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.

A description of 
an assumption / 
decision made by 
a person.

Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w

h
y?
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience
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Description of a 
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an assumption / 
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Explanation of the 
reasons leading to 
the assumption. 

Explanation why it 
made sense to the 
person to do X.

Machine normally 
used by the 
operator has an 
interlock on the 
guard and the 
machine in use 
was different.

Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.

Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.

A description of 
an assumption / 
decision made by 
a person.

Explanation of 
the situation was 
created. 

Explanation of the 
reasons leading to 
the assumption. 

Explanation why it 
made sense to the 
person to do X.

Machine normally 
used by the 
operator has an 
interlock on the 
guard and the 
machine in use 
was different.

The machine in 
use was obtained 
quickly and 
did not come 
equipped with an 
interlock.

Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w
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5 Whys

1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.

2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Steps toward completing HF analysis

Remember: 

*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.

Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys

When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 

external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 

factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 

• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.

• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.

Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.

A description of 
an assumption / 
decision made by 
a person.

Explanation of 
the situation was 
created. 

Explanation of the 
reasons leading to 
the assumption. 

Explanation why it 
made sense to the 
person to do X.

Explanation of more 
distant factors that 
created the conditions 
which led to an 
assumption which led 
to a behaviour.

The procurement 
process did 
not require 
the machine 
purchased to  
have a safety 
interlock.

Machine normally 
used by the 
operator has an 
interlock on the 
guard and the 
machine in use 
was different.

The machine in 
use was obtained 
quickly and 
did not come 
equipped with an 
interlock.

Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w
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5 Whys

Refresh 
yourself on this 
toolkit to inform 
your plans

Get to know the 
accident site

Interview witnesses  
with HF in mind

Identify Behaviours for 
analysis

Explore 
potential 
reasons 
for the 
behaviours 

Identify 
fresh lines 
of enquiry

Explain any 
link between 
behaviours/
HF and 
underlying 
management 
system causes

Address HF 
issues, with HF 
recommendations

Use the 
Fatigue Tool 
to assess 
whether 
fatigue made 
a contribution 
to the incident 

Use Basic 
HF tool to 
help you 
understand 
the behaviour

Use the HF Evidence 
Gathering Checklist 
to help you collect HF 
evidence

Use the 
investigation 
team top tips 
tool

Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour

Ta
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Recommendations

 All tools
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Undesired event ( Effect)


Define one behaviour that led to the incident


The individual failed to detect or
perceive something (Sensory)


Identify performance shaping factors:
Vision, lighting, conspicuity, line of sight
Auditory environment
Strength of stimulus
Communication strength
Design of hardware, signs, signals, alarms
etc
Distraction
Workload / fatigue


Step 2 - Identify PSFs. Identify
factors that influenced the
behaviour (rule in and rule out
based on evidence) - Examples
provided


Step 2 - Explore the four error
types (SMDA).
Modify the content of these
boxes to reflect the nature of
the incident in plain language.


The individual forgot / misrecalled
information or forgot to do
something (Memory)


Identify performance shaping factors:
Completing concurrent tasks
Procedures and checklists
Reliance on memory
Equipment design
Supervision
Distraction
Workload / fatigue


The individual made an error of
judgement, planning or decision
making (Decision)


Identify performance shaping factors:
Knowledge and skills
Team work
Communications
Procedures
Time pressure
Task complexity
Workload / fatigue


The individual did or said something
unintended or inadvertently
incorrect or unclear (Action)


Identify performance shaping factors:
Design of hardware, signs, signals, alarms
etc
Distraction
Supervision
Feedback and error recovery
Workload / fatigue


Step 4 - Verify the HF
conclusions and update the
cause and effect tool based on
evidence


The individual was motivated to
behave like that (Intentional)


Identify antecedents and assess their
effectiveness:
Training
Procedure
Supervisor
Layout / plant design
Other peoples influence


Identify immediate and certain
consequences:
It saved time
It saved effort
Avoided challenge of manager
Kept production running
It is the normal way its done


Step 3 - Identify potential
antecedents and
consequences that led to the
behaviour (rule in and rule
out based on evidence)
Examples provided


Step 3 - Explore potential
antecedents and expected
consequences that motivated
the individual


Step 1 - Identify a single
well-defined behaviour
represented by a node in the
cause and effect tool.
Investigate why this behaviour
made sense to the person at
that point in time


Tags can be used to provide
additional information/ or
clarification into a tool. Tags are
not mandatory to use, and it is
up to the discretion of the Team
to utilise tags for better reading
of the tree if needed. Tags are
tagged to a tree box see example
"Recommendation : R and
Finding:F, Observation


Observation only
Recommedation: R
Finding : F


This tool work on the Effect -
Cause model. An effect has an
underlying cause that contributes
to the effect. In the development
of this tool from the top-event
downwards the  cause becomes
an effect and  asking for an
further cause,  that drives the
analysis in breath and width.
What was a cause before ,
becomes an effect when the
tool goes deeper


Add a Verification icon to a selected
cause by selecting from the "Icons"
command or icon.  Click on selected
icon to toggle between three states.


Unverified


Verified


Ruled Out


HF analysis 4 step external final.mmat - 07/12/2018 - Mindjet
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Refresh 
yourself on this 
toolkit to inform 
your plans


Get to know the 
accident site


Interview witnesses  
with HF in mind


Identify Behaviours for 
analysis


Explore 
potential 
reasons 
for the 
behaviours 


Identify 
fresh lines 
of enquiry


Address HF 
issues, with HF 
recommendations


Use the 
Fatigue Tool 
to assess 
whether 
fatigue made 
a contribution 
to the incident 


Use a HF 
analysis tool 
to help you 
understand 
the behaviour


Use the HF Evidence 
Gathering Checklist 
to help you collect HF 
evidence


Use the 
investigation 
team top tips 
tool


Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry
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Preparing yourself and your team: 


• As you make preparations for the investigation refresh 
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the 
Quick Links.


• Make sure you have this toolkit to hand.


• Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh 
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation 
team for success. Be vigilant and take steps to build on 
experience from previous investigations, as these can 
enhance the quality of your investigation.
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Key points to remember: 


• The human mind has a tendency to unconsciously 
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this 
tendency can help investigators to avoid this potential 
issue. 


• Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and 
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.


• It might sound obvious, but remember to think like a 
human. Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved 
and establish why their actions and assessments made 
sense at the time.
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Verification 
Tool (HFVT) 
to verify 
behaviour 
analysis
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Preparing yourself and your team Keypoints to remember Investigation top tips
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Investigation team top tips


Pitfall Solution


Does your team believe that the 
event was predictable if only people 
involved knew what you know now?


If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced 
people’s thinking and decisions contributing to the incident.


• Avoid cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour back into the situation that produced and accompanied 


the behaviour


If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.


• Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence


If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.


• Identify your assumptions and test them – seek disagreement!
• Keep asking questions – make use of independent checks and challenge


If Yes, you are at risk of missing factors that created human error or attracted 
attention at the time.


• Put conscious effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance


Does your team easily agree on 
the causes and avoid an ongoing 
challenge of what really could have 
happened?


Does your team focus on proving 
what they thought were the causes 
of the incident?


Does your team assign causes 
of incidents to human error, 
inattention, complacency or 
procedural non-conformance?










Advanced Cause and Effect


• Evidence gathering is supported by 
development of your cause and effect 
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF 
evidence at every stage.


• Enhance your chances of making an 
effective investigation analysis by actively 
and systematically seeking human factors 
evidence and lines of enquiry. 


• At the scene, put yourself in the shoes 
of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. A 
reconstruction or walkthrough of events 
usually helps understand the situation.


• Be systematic in preparing and completing 
interviews. Look for human factor 
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.


 Gather Human Factors Evidence


Checklist Tool


ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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Advanced Cause and Effect


• Evidence gathering is supported by 
development of your cause and effect 
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF 
evidence at every stage.


• Enhance your chances of making an 
effective investigation analysis by actively 
and systematically seeking human factors 
evidence and lines of enquiry. 


• At the scene, put yourself in the shoes 
of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. A 
reconstruction or walkthrough of events 
usually helps understand the situation.


• Be systematic in preparing and completing 
interviews. Look for human factor 
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.


 Gather Human Factors Evidence:


Checklist Tool


ReportFindingsAnalysisEvidence GatheringPreparation Recommendations
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A checklist tool to help you  


gather HF evidence:


How to use this tool:


• Open the tool


• Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of 
interest during evidence gathering  


• Use the checklist alongside interview methods
• DO NOT use the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
• The aim is to avoid the need to re-interview witnesses


  HF evidence checklist










Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.


 Home


Process Help 4 Steps Overview HF Analysis Tools Case Study 1  
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Case Study 2
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) 


These are conditions external to the person (e.g. noise, difficult 
procedures, equipment design) or internal to the person (e.g. 
personal problems, team relationships) that can affect how the 
person performs on the day, and therefore how likely they are to 
make an unintentional error.










Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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Antecedents 


These are factors that come before, or triggers a behaviour (e.g. 
signs, training, other people’s expectations). It prompts the person 
to perform a behaviour one time, but does not guarantee that the 
person will continue to behave in that way.










Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Consequences 


Are motivating factors that occur after the behaviour (e.g. time or 
effort saving, keep plan running, gain approval from supervisor 
or peers). Consequences that reliably happen at or shortly after 
the behaviour are more powerful. Positive consequences to the 
individual can be particularly powerful in motivating them to use  
that behaviour again. 










Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Help with the 4 step process 


If you are unable to conclude the analysis of the behaviour 
using the 4 steps approach: 


• Re-define the behaviour, and/or


• Collect more evidence  


• And re-analyse


• Seek support from an SME or apply the analysis tools on 
this page  










Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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4 Steps Overview 


This overview shows how the 4 step process can fit into an 
advanced cause and effect analysis tool. It can be used as a 
visual support as you facilitate a cause and effect analysis.


Instructions:


1. Open the file


2. Print the document


3. Use the content to help you to facilitate the HF analysis 
using the 4 step approach


4. Refer to the case studies for further help


Note, If you use a template for your cause and effect 
analysis tool (e.g. in a mind mapping package) the text in the 
overview can be added to this to support the investigators in 
the process of analysing HF / behaviours.





  4 Steps Overview







Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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HF Analysis Tools 


Remember: 


Investigate why the behaviour made sense to the person at 
that point in time. These Tools can help you understand and 
verify the factors that influenced behaviour (Step 2 and 3).


A simple HF analysis tool.


A tool to enable the contribution of fatigue in the 
incident to be assessed. Recommended to use this to 
Verify or Rule Out Fatigue. 


A tool to help investigators verify their HF analysis





  Basic Analysis Tool


  Verification Tool


  Fatigue Tool







Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 1: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool


Generator caught fire during 
refuelling because it overfilled:


• A diesel generator needed to 
be refuelled twice a day 


• Manual filling using a hose 
gravity fed from an IBC.


• The technician used a 
water bottle to hold open 
the trigger and then left to 
complete a pigging prep 
task.


• The plan was to come back 
and finish the refuelling but 
this step was forgotten.


When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to an event, investigators can build a cause and effect 
branch, which:


• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.


Generator caught fire


Diesel overfilled the fuel tank


Source of ignition found


Oxygen present


generator fire.mmap - 20/04/2017 - Mindjet
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Tech A propped the filling nozzle
open with a water bottle


The individual failed to detect or
perceive something (Sensory)


The individual forgot / misrecalled
information or forgot to do
something (Memory)


The individual made an error of
judgement, planning or decision
making (Decision)


The individual did or said something
unintended or inadvertently
incorrect or unclear (Action)


The individual was motivated to use
the water bottle to prop the nozzle
open (Intentional)


Poor ergonomics of refueling task


Takes 20 - 30 mins


Awkward to reach


Fuel tank is situated in the bottom
of the generator enclosure


Alternative fueling methods not installed WHY?


Customary routine  practice done by all in the team
Supervision less than adequate WHY?


Refueling mechanism less than adequate WHY?


Rules were known but motivation
for using the bottle out weighed
doing it by the procedure


Saved effort


Saved discomfort


The technician was trained to use
the water bottle


generator fire.mmap - 20/04/2017 - Mindjet


Step 1 - Identify a 
single, well defined 
behaviour.


Step 2 – Explore 
the 4 potential 
error types and 
identify PSFs.


Step 3 – Explore 
potential antecedents 
and expected 
consequences that 
could have motivated 
the individual.


Step 4 - Verify the HF conclusions and update the cause and effect tool based on the evidence.


Potential causes of the behaviour could include:


• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.


• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience


Case Study 1: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool using the 4 step approach 
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Step 1


A pipe fitter reached into a 
running pipe cutting machine 
and incurred a serious hand 
injury:


• The pipefitter was very 
experienced. 


• The machine he was using 
worked differently to the 
machine he normally used. 


• The expectation was lifting 
the guard would shut the 
machine off, he adopted 
a habitual behaviour (his 
mind-set was incorrect for 
the situation).


• The machine was not 
equipped with this type of 
interlock device.


When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to an 
event, investigators build a cause and effect branch that:


• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors 


which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors 


responsible for these causes of the behaviour.


Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine


Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery


Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard


Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet


Step 1 - Identify a 
single, well defined 
behaviour.
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 2 & 3 
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Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine


Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery


Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard


Lifting guard did not stop machine
(as per company standards)


Operator wanted to retrieve workpiece


The Operator failed to detect or
perceive that the machine was still
running (Sensory)


The Operator mis-recalled the
operating procedure or forgot to
switch the machine off (Memory)


The Operator believed lifting the
guard would shut off the machine
(Decision)


The Operator mis-positioned his
hand (Action)


The Operator deliberately reached
into the machine while it was
running to retrieve the workpiece
(Intentional)


Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet


Step 2 – Explore 
the 4 potential 
error types and 
identify PSFs.


Step 3 – Explore 
potential antecedents 
and expected 
consequences that 
could have motivated 
the individual.





Potential causes of the behaviour 
could include:


• Motivating factors like time or 
effort saving, keeping plant 
running, avoiding supervisor 
disproval etc.


• The physical environment – 
lighting, line of sight


• The task – layout, design, 
supervision or procedures


• The person – training, 
knowledge, skill, experience







Advanced Cause and Effect


Core Principles of HF Analysis


Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence 
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of 
different people over time that led to the incident.  
For each behaviour: 


• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour 
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:


 - Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory 
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?) 
or Action (did they do something inadvertently 
incorrect?)


 - Identify the Performance Shaping Factors 
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to 
make the error. Include the potential errors and 
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect 
tool.


• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and 
expected Consequences that could have motivated 
the individual. Include these motivating factors as 
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.


• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update 
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to 
arrive at conclusions.


 - Continue with your cause and effect analysis 
to identify the management system and 
organizational leadership and cultural factors that 
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours 
identified in steps 2 and 3.


Remember: 
 
*You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the 
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the 
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or 
designed the hardware.
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Operator injured hand in
pipe cutting machine


Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery


Operator placed hand into running
machine after lifting guard


Lifting guard did not stop machine
(as per company standards)


Operator wanted to retrieve workpiece


The Operator failed to detect or
perceive that the machine was still
running (Sensory)


Lighting


Vision


Design


Motor sound


The Operator mis-recalled the
operating procedure or forgot to
switch the machine off (Memory)


Fatigue


Training


Distraction


The Operator believed lifting the
guard would shut off the machine
(Decision)


Machine that operator was trained
on had 'stop' function when lifting
guard


No training carried out on new machine


Previous machines operator had
used had auto-stop - habitual action


The Operator mis-positioned his
hand (Action)


Guards position fixed/removable


Distractions


The Operator deliberately reached
into the machine while it was
running to retrieve the workpiece
(Intentional)


Time or effort saving Shortcut?


Training


Safety Culture


Time pressure


Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet


Step 4 - Verify the HF conclusions 
and update the cause and effect 
branch based on the evidence.


Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 3 & 4 
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Check Analysis tools for other 
potential PSF, antecedent or 
consequences.







Advanced Cause and Effect


• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader 
can recognise the human factors involved. The 
Human Factors Verification Tool can help with that.


• The finding should make the link between: 


 - Behaviour 


 - Assumptions / decisions / mindset


 - External Factors that influenced behaviour (PSFs)


 - Management system causes / organizational 
leadership and cultural factors


 - For example – operator opened the wrong valve 
(behaviour) because it was the same colour and 
next to the correct valve (PSF). The valve design 
did not have HF review to identify potential for 
error (Management system cause). 


Developing human factors findings


• In other words, the finding should clearly describe 
what the person did or did not do and why.


• A finding should not denote blame. 


The operator did not stop filling the storage 
tank (behaviour) because he was unaware (mind 
set) of the high level due to an incorrect level 
indication from the level instrument (PSF) and 
failure of the independent high-high level alarm 
to activate. 


A finding should describe a causal 
or contributory factor


And describe the reason (s) it occurred
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Writing human factors related  


recommendations:


1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like


2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes


3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future


4. It should be sustainable over time


5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area


6. Seek advice from an experienced investigator if you 
need help


When developing 


recommendations apply the 


Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 


Controls’ and ask: 


• Can the hazard be removed? 


• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 


• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 


• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 


• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Writing human factors related  


recommendations:


1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like


2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes


3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future


4. It should be sustainable over time


5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area


6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help


When developing 


recommendations apply the 


Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 


Controls’ and ask: 


• Can the hazard be removed? 


• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 


• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 


• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 


• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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 What good looks like


An operator using a new pipe cutting machine trapped and badly injured their hand whilst  
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the 
machine as part of site’s initial response


ANALYSIS


FOCUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS


MORE EFFECTIVE DEPTH


MORE EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE


Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5


Incident Description Example:


Operator is to blame 
for reaching into the 
machine whilst still 
switched on.


Discipline the operator. Operator training 
should be completed 
on the specific 
machine they will be 
expected to use on 
site.


Amend the 
procurement 
procedure to include 
a thorough risk 
assessment process 
for equipment selected 
for purchase.


The machine was 
needed quickly; the 
procurement process 
did not identify that the 
machine purchased 
did not have a safety 
interlock.


Operator had already 
received training; 
the machine used 
in training was 
interlocked.


Operator believed that 
lifting the guard would 
disable the machine.


Re-train the operator in 
all aspects of operating 
the machine.


Amend the procedure 
for introducing new 
equipment into the 
workplace to include 
provision for pre use 
testing and safety 
checks.


The machine was not 
fully tested before 
being put to use.


The deeper the analysis the better the recommendation 







Advanced Cause and Effect


Reporting Don’ts


Use labels and conclude the cause was:


• Human error


• Error type (e.g. decision error)


• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)


Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal 
characteristics


• Complacency


• Recklessness / Carelessness


Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done


• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.


Reporting Dos


It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.


Get the HF in your report right:


• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 


• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 


• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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Advanced Cause and Effect


Reporting Don’ts


Use labels and conclude the cause was:


• Human error


• Error type (e.g. decision error)


• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)


Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal 
characteristics


• Complacency


• Recklessness / Carelessness


Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done


• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.


Reporting Dos


It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.


Get the HF in your report right:


• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 


• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 


• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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How to report an unfolding mind-set


An incident: 


An operator using a new 
pipe cutting machine 
trapped and badly injured 
their hand whilst reaching 
in to retrieve the pipe.


Narrative to avoid:


The operator failed to 
conduct a pre-check to 
identify if the machine had 
an interlock. 


The operator ignored the 
sign placed in the coffee 
area to not put their hands 
close to moving machinery 
parts. 


Narrative to consider:


The operator had 16 years of experience at the time of the incident.


Traditionally, the pipes were cut manually, however as the company grew and needed 
to process 4 times more pipes, 3 years ago the management decided to build a new 
production line with multiple working stations across the shop floor responsible for 
different stages of the manufacturing process.


As the new machines were installed on the shop floor, the operators were trained on the 
use of the machines. Training was delivered by a qualified trainer, and the participants had 
to demonstrate the 100% conformance to the operating procedures. The new machines 
had advanced mechanisms of protecting the users including proximity sensors and 
interlocked guards which switched off the machine if a hand was close to the moving part. 
The side effect of this solution was that due to the design of the machine it was quicker 
to use the interlocked guard than to switch the machine off, remove the pipe, and start it 
again.


6 months before the incident the incident, the manufacturer of the machine went bankrupt. 
2 months before the incident the machine broke and could not be replaced by the same 
model. The company had to find a new supplier urgently due to a building order backlog. 
The newly identified machine had similar specification but no interlocks in place.


The operators were informed that they will be working on the same model of the machine 
as previously.
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Tool What will it provide? Who to use it? When to use it? How to use it? 
Investigation 
team top tips 


• A way to self-check that the 
investigation is taking 
precautions to avoid common 
pitfalls and decision making 
biases. 


• All investigators (no 
training required) 


• A simple list of 
practical things that 
can be done. 


 
 


• During and in 
preparation for an 
investigation. 


• Four self check questions for 
consideration - review and 
bear these in mind at key 
stages of evidence gathering 
and analysis. 


• Review solutions with 
investigation team at start. 


• Take the actions described. 


HF evidence 
gathering 
consideration 
checklist 


• A tool to help you systematically 
collect evidence from the 
incident scene and interviews to 
support HF analysis. 


• All investigators 
• One pager and quick 


reminder (no training 
required) 


• During evidence 
gathering - visit to 
scene of incident and 
to prepare and 
complete interviews. 


• Use the checklist to keep track 
of common areas of interest 
for an investigation. 


Basic HF 
analysis tool 


• Help you understand what 
influenced the behaviour of 
people involved in an incident, 
and identify potential lines of 
enquiry. 


• Outputs: factors that influenced 
behaviour, e.g. design, fatigue, 
distraction etc. 


 


• All investigators 
(minimal training 
required).  


• Simple, quick and 
easy to apply. 


• For use in any incident 
investigation. 


• Electronic form 
enables records of 
analysis to be 
retained. 


• Instructions provided. Trigger 
for use is identification of 
behaviour/s leading to the 
incident.  


• Use as a group with the 
investigation team. 


• Helps with evidence collection. 
 


Fatigue Tool 
(IFIT) 


• A method to capture data and 
make an assessment of fatigue.  


• It enables specific improvement 
opportunities to be identified. 


• All Investigators. 
• Support can be 


sought from 
experienced 
Investigators on use 
and interpretation of 
IFIT.pl 
. 


• For use in ALL incident 
investigations. 


• Electronic form 
enables records of 
analysis to be 
retained. 


• Links to Basic HF 
Analysis Tool. 


• Use as a means to confirm or 
rule out fatigue in an incident. 


• Instructions provided.  
• Use as a group with the 


investigation team. 
• It prompts evidence collection 


for inputs to the tool. 
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Human 
Factors 
Analysis 
Verification 
Tool (HFVT) 


• Help the investigators verify 
behavioural analysis completed 
in their cause and effect tool. 


• Guide the investigation to 
underlying causes. 


• Experienced 
Investigators using 
cause and effect tool. 


• Moderately complex 
but quick to use. 


• During cause and 
effect analysis. 


• Instructions provided. 
• Review with investigation 


team. 
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Human Factors Analysis Verification Tool 
This tool is designed to help investigators verify that their cause and effect analysis of an action, inaction or decision involved in an incident has considered reasonable 
possibilities and guide them to potential underlying causes or contributing factors. 
To use this tool: 


• Review the questions in column 1, to select the possible explanations of the behaviour  
• Use the suggestions in column 2, to identify potential sources of evidence for this type of behaviour 
• Review column 3, to consider additional or underlying causes or contributing factors. 


 


 
Which explanations of the 


behaviour could apply? 


 
Does your supporting evidence include?  


Explore deeper potential causes People Paper Parts 


Could individuals have acted on 
the instruction of an authority 
figure? 


• Interview: 
o The individual about their 


understanding of the instruction 
o The authority figure to understand 


how instruction/ influence was 
given, and how it was intended to 
be interpreted. 


o Peers of authority figure exploring 
what is normally expected 


o Peers on what is normally 
expected 


• Work instructions in permits/ 
emails/ etc  


 • If “influenced”,  it  can help to understand the 
consequences in the mind of the individual 
that led to the influence 


• Misunderstandings or breakdowns in 
communication may need to be explored  


• The causes or contributory factors for an 
authority figure’s behaviour can be separately 
reviewed 


Could individuals have acted 
under the influence of an 
authority figure? 


Could expectations have been 
unclear? 
 
 
 
 
 


• Interviews with individual, peers and 
supervisors exploring any 
misunderstandings or conflicts in 
meeting expectation  


• Walk through the task looking for 
practicalities/ challenges of the task 
with those usually involved 


• Work with those that do the task to  
identify if  procedures may not be 
aligned with task performance day 
to day 


• Review clarity, availability, up-to-
date or practicality of any written 
expectation, including procedures 


• Review physical layout/ 
ergonomics of equipment to 
allow the task to be carried out 
as expected, or as written in a 
procedure 


• Explore how misunderstandings or confusion 
could have arisen 


• Explore how the practical difficulties of the 
task may have led to things not being done as 
expected 


Could expectations have been 
impractical? 


Might the individual have lacked 
the capability to do what was 
expected? 


• Interview individual on 
understanding of  what was 
expected, own experience and 
capability, and practicality of doing it 


• Interview individual and peers on 
time, people or other resources to 
do what was required 


• Competence systems, training and 
assessment records 


• Permits, work instructions or 
procedures citing competence 
requirements 


• Previous incidents involving similar 
circumstances 


• Records of individual’s physical 
fitness/ capability for the task  


• Physical layout/ ergonomics of 
equipment to allow the action be 
to carried out  


• Exploring how errors may have arisen due to 
lack of knowledge/ skill/ experience, and 
types of recommendation to counteract. 


 
Might the individual have lacked 
the resources to do what was 
expected? 
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Which explanations of the 


behaviour could apply? 


 
Does your supporting evidence include?  


Explore deeper potential causes People Paper Parts 


Could the individual have made 
an unintentional error? 


• Interview evidence that individual 
recognises they made an error 


• Interview evidence that individual 
can’t explain reason for their actions 


• Review any evidence of individual 
being tired/ preoccupied/ distracted 


• Peer interview evidence that task 
has known error traps, or others 
have made, or nearly made similar 
errors 


• Previous incidents involving similar 
circumstances 
 


• Physical layout/ ergonomics of 
equipment to allow the action be 
to carried out 


• Review adequacy of controls/ 
interfaces/ indicators 


• Explore the role of fatigue using the fatigue 
tool 


• Explore the factors that influenced the 
individual to make the error.  


• If you are struggling to identify an impactful 
recommendation consult with an HF SME.  


Could the individual have been 
following a custom-and-practice 
that had developed amongst the 
team? 


• Interview evidence with individual 
and peers on why this was preferred 
approach  


• Interview with supervision on any 
knowledge or support of custom and 
practice 


• Informally documented practices 
(black-books) 


• Efforts to formalise the custom and 
practice physical layout/ ergonomics 
of equipment to allow the action be 
to carried out 


• Review adequacy of controls/ 
interfaces/ indicators 


• Tools/ equipment that are 
specifically designed/ used in 
support of the custom-and-
practice 


• Physical layout/ ergonomics of 
equipment to allow the action be 
to carried out 


• Explore the antecedents and consequences 
that may have led groups of people to adopt a 
non conformant method (e.g. did it save time, 
effort, ‘costs’?) 


Would another person have done 
the same thing in the same 
circumstances? 


• Interview evidence with individual 
on what made it difficult to meet 
expectations in this case 


• Interviews with peers / other person 
with same knowledge, skill and 
experience on their approach to the 
situation 
 


• Previous incidents involving similar 
circumstances 


• Review suitability of procedures/ 
work instructions for dealing with 
the circumstances encountered 


• Physical layout/ ergonomics of 
equipment to allow the action be 
to carried out  


• Review adequacy of controls/ 
interfaces/ indicators 


• Explore the factors that influenced behaviour 
- why it made sense to the person at that 
point in time  


Could the individual have been 
acting to benefit the company? 
 


• Interview individuals involved on 
what they perceived benefits to be/ 
why they perceived them as 
beneficial 


• Interview peers and supervisors on 
level of knowledge/ support for/ 
extent of this condition  


• Interview supervision/ leadership on 
how priorities have been messaged / 
how  resources were made available  


• Plans/ schedules of work 
• Leadership messaging 
• Rosters/ work patterns 
• Records of previously reported 


efficiency/ continuous improvement 
opportunities 


• Physical layout/ ergonomics of 
equipment that make the task 
inefficient or make alternative 
actions more attractive 


• Explore perceived ‘costs’ and consequences in 
the mind of the individual  


• Look for ways to reduce the cost of 
conformance (e.g. by removing inefficiencies 
or nuisances in the work process). 


• Increase the cost of non-conformance (e.g. by 
consistently applying consequences for non-
conformance). 


 


Could the individual have been 
acting to benefit themselves? 


Could the individual have 
intended harm, damage or loss? 


• This is an unlikely situation, but you may need to consider it as a possibility in some circumstances.   
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Considerations for Gathering Human Factors Evidence 
This checklist is provided to help you collect evidence that can support an effective human factors analysis 
as part of an incident investigation.   
While much of the HF evidence will come from interviews, position, paper and parts evidence will be 
valuable as well as these types of evidence can help you understand  the ‘people evidence’ in context.  
This document can also help you keep track of the areas of interest during an interview, but is not 
designed as a set of questions to put to the interviewee. Remember to use a cognitive interviewing 
technique and wide open and specific open questions to manage the conversation with the interviewee.  
Bear in mind the need to identify:  
• How the job is supposed to be done. 
• How it is normally done, and why, if different. 
• How it was done this time, and why, if different. 
• Any similar problems experienced in the past. 


The planning of the work  The tools and equipment being used to conduct the work 


☐  The planning done to prepare for the work ☐  Right tools available and used 


☐  Risk assessments (RA) covering the work ☐  Tools in good working order 


☐  Task walkthrough/field visits to support planning ☐  Personnel trained in their use 


☐  Other jobs going on that day ☐  Alternatives to the right tool to hand 


☐  Who was involved in the planning and RA ☐  PPE available/adequate/worn 


The environment while work was conducted Procedures and documentation supporting the work 


☐  Weather ☐  Available / Used / Followed 


☐  Heat / cold / humidity ☐  Used before 


☐  Lighting / Noise ☐  Procedures describe the safest way to do the job 


☐  Access slippery / obstructed ☐  Easy/difficult to follow / clear / usable 


☐  Configuration of components / controls / work area ☐  Appropriate detail 


Personal factors experienced by incident personnel  Training and skills with relation to the work being done 


☐  Divided attention / distractions / preoccupations ☐  Was training provided for this job? (Is it req’d) 


☐  Perceived benefits / motivations present ☐  Did training prepare individual(s) for this situation 


☐  Mental or physical fatigue ☐  Staffing levels / arrangements / accountabilities  


☐  Lack of motivation / poor morale ☐  Were skills practiced since the training 


☐  Work overload/rushed ☐  Refresher training undertaken / required 


The involvement of team members and supervisor Communications before and during work 


☐  Was supervisor supportive in this job? How? ☐  Toolbox talk – content and clarity 


☐  Competent / fair / good / poor ☐  TRA, LMRA or Permit etc., conversations on safety 


☐  Team morale / cooperation / disagreements ☐  Overall communication clarity and detail 


☐  Are shortcuts not allowed / tolerated? ☐  Job site visits during task execution 


Job Factors Other Documentation 


☐  Unclear signs, signals, instructions or information ☐  Data logs 


☐  Lack of familiarity or highly familiar / routine ☐  Training records 


☐  Complicated / lengthy / repetitive / boring ☐  Personnel certifications 


☐  Time or production pressures ☐  Equipment Inspections 


☐  Combining jobs / multitasking ☐  Equipment / tool calibrations 


☐  Manual handling / physical demands ☐  Self-verification records 


Problems or things that have gone wrong before?  In hindsight, what could have been done differently? 
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Tool What will it provide? Who to use it? When to use it? How to use it? 
Investigation 
team top tips 


• A way to self-check that the 
investigation is taking precautions 
to avoid common pitfalls and 
decision making biases. 


• All investigators (no 
training required) 


• A simple list of 
practical things that 
can be done. 


 
 


• During and in 
preparation for an 
investigation. 


• Four self check questions for 
consideration - review and bear 
these in mind at key stages of 
evidence gathering and analysis. 


• Review solutions with 
investigation team at start. 


• Take the actions described. 


HF evidence 
gathering 
consideration 
checklist 


• A tool to help you systematically 
collect evidence from the incident 
scene and interviews to support HF 
analysis. 


• All investigators 
• One pager and quick 


reminder (no 
training required) 


• During evidence 
gathering - visit to scene 
of incident and to 
prepare and complete 
interviews. 


• Use the checklist to keep track 
of common areas of interest for 
an investigation. 


Basic HF 
analysis tool 


• Help you understand what 
influenced the behaviour of people 
involved in an incident, and identify 
potential lines of enquiry. 


• Outputs: factors that influenced 
behaviour, e.g. design, fatigue, 
distraction etc. 


 


• All investigators 
(minimal training 
required).  


• Simple, quick and 
easy to apply. 


• For use in any incident 
investigation. 


• Electronic form enables 
records of analysis to be 
retained. 


• Instructions provided. Trigger 
for use is identification of 
behaviour/s leading to the 
incident.  


• Use as a group with the 
investigation team. 


• Helps with evidence collection. 
 


Fatigue Tool 
(IFIT) 


• A method to capture data and 
make an assessment of fatigue.  


• It enables specific improvement 
opportunities to be identified. 


• All Investigators. 
• Support can be 


sought from Master 
Investigators on use 
and interpretation 
of HFIT.ple y. 


• For use in ALL incident 
investigations. 


• Electronic form enables 
records of analysis to be 
retained. 


• Links to Basic HF 
Analysis Tool. 


• Use as a means to confirm or 
rule out fatigue in an incident. 


• Instructions provided.  
• Use as a group with the 


investigation team. 
• It prompts evidence collection 


for inputs to the tool. 
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5 Whys


Refresh 
yourself on this 
toolkit to inform 
your plans


Get to know the 
accident site


Interview witnesses  
with HF in mind


Identify Behaviours for 
analysis


Explore 
potential 
reasons 
for the 
behaviours 


Identify 
fresh lines 
of enquiry


Explain any 
link between 
behaviours/
HF and 
underlying 
management 
system causes


Address HF 
issues, with HF 
recommendations


Use the 
Fatigue Tool 
to assess 
whether 
fatigue made 
a contribution 
to the incident 


Use Basic 
HF tool to 
help you 
understand 
the behaviour


Use the HF Evidence 
Gathering Checklist 
to help you collect HF 
evidence


Use the 
investigation 
team top tips 
tool


Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour


Ta
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Preparing yourself and your team: 


• As you make preparations for the investigation refresh 
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the 
Quick Links.


• Make sure you have this toolkit to hand.


• Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh 
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation 
team for success. Be vigilant and take steps to build on 
experience from previous investigations, as these can 
enhance the quality of your investigation.
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Key points to remember: 


• The human mind has a tendency to unconsciously 
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this 
tendency can help investigators to avoid this potential 
issue. 


• Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and 
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.


• It might sound obvious, but remember to think like a 
human. Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved 
and establish why their actions and assessments made 
sense at the time.
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Investigation team top tips


Pitfall Solution


Does your team believe that the 
event was predictable if only people 
involved knew what you know now?


If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced 
people’s thinking and decisions contributing to the incident.


• Avoid cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour back into the situation that produced and accompanied 


the behaviour


If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.


• Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence


If Yes, you may be at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.


• Identify your assumptions and test them – seek disagreement!
• Keep asking questions – make use of independent checks and challenge


If Yes, you are at risk of missing factors that created human error or attracted 
attention at the time.


• Put conscious effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance


Does your team easily agree on 
the causes and avoid an ongoing 
challenge of what really could have 
happened?


Does your team focus on proving 
what they thought were the causes 
of the incident?


Does your team assign causes 
of incidents to human error, 
inattention, complacency or 
procedural non-conformance?










5 Whys


• Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed 
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions. 


• At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay 
special attention to:


 - What people could/could not see from their locations


 - Body position


 - Equipment and people they interacted with


• Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and 
the goals they worked to.


• Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything 
different?


• Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. 


 Gather Human Factors Evidence


 Home


 Checklist Tool


 Resources Introduction
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5 Whys


• Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed 
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions. 


• At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay 
special attention to:


 - What people could/could not see from their locations


 - Body position


 - Equipment and people they interacted with:


• Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and 
the goals they worked to.


• Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything 
different?


• Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their 
behaviour made sense at the time. 


 Gather Human Factors Evidence:
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A checklist tool to help you  


gather HF evidence:


How to use this tool:


• Open the tool


• Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of 
interest during evidence gathering  


• Use the checklist alongside interview methods
• DO NOT use the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
• The aim is to avoid the need to re-interview witnesses


  HF evidence checklist










5 Whys


1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.


2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples.


3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.


4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.


Steps toward completing HF analysis


Remember: 


*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.


Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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5 Whys


1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.


2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples


3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.


4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.


Steps toward completing HF analysis


Remember: 


*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.


Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys


When studying how the actions and decisions of people 
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:


• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and 


external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural 


factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.


Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour 
could include: 


• Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping 
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.


• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
• The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience


An operator 
using a new pipe 
cutting machine 
injured their hand 
whilst reaching in 
to retrieve the cut 
pipe.


Description of a 
behaviour that 
contributed to an 
incident.


A description of 
an assumption / 
decision made by 
a person.


Explanation of 
the situation was 
created. 


Explanation of the 
reasons leading to 
the assumption. 


Explanation why it 
made sense to the 
person to do X.


Explanation of more 
distant factors that 
created the conditions 
which led to an 
assumption which led 
to a behaviour.


The procurement 
process did 
not require 
the machine 
purchased to  
have a safety 
interlock.


Machine normally 
used by the 
operator has an 
interlock on the 
guard and the 
machine in use 
was different.


The machine in 
use was obtained 
quickly and 
did not come 
equipped with an 
interlock.


Operator believed 
that lifting the 
guard would 
disable the 
machine.w
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5 Whys


1. Identify the separate actions and decisions by 
different people over time that led to the incident.


2. Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use 
the cause and effect relationships to understand the 
reasons for the behaviour. See examples


3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use 
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons 
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the 
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.


4. Continue with your cause and effect analysis to 
identify the management system and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for 
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.


Steps toward completing HF analysis


Remember: 


*Investigate why the behaviour made 
sense to the person at that point in time.


Include factors that provoke or make an 
error more likely and factors that motivate 
people to behave in certain ways (e.g. 
immediate and certain consequences like 
time or effort saving). 
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Analysing HF using 5 Whys


Factors that shaped or influenced the 
behaviour could include: 


• Motivating factors like time or effort 
saving, keeping plant running, 
avoiding supervisor disproval etc.


• The physical environment – lighting, 
line of sight


• The task – layout, design, supervision 
or procedures


• The person – training, knowledge, 
skill, experience


Physical Causes Human Causes


Human Causes


Management 
System Causes


When studying how the actions and decisions of people contributed to 
an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch,


• Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
• Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external 


factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors 


responsible for these causes of the behaviour. 


Employee lost 
footing


Employee 
missed step


Employee could 
not see steps


Bulky items being 
carried obstructed 
employee’s view of 


stairs


Employee did 
not use handrall


Employee’s hands were occupied carrying 
presenations/purse/coffee


Employee was 
in a hurry


Employee was 
late for meeting


Late inputs to report 
and printing problems 


delayed employee


Employee 
Injured


Employee fell 
down stairs


Employee 
tripped










5 Whys


• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader can recognise the 
human factors involved. 


• In other words, the finding should clearly describe what the person did or 
did not do and why.


 - Example 1: The operator opened the wrong valve because it was the 
same colour and next to the correct valve. The valve design did not 
have HF review to identify potential for error. 


 - Example 2: 


 - The operator put his hand into a running pipe cutting machine 
because he believed lifting the guard would de-energise the machine 
(per his previous experience and training).


 - Procurement obtained the machine quickly and they did not identify 
that the machine purchased did not have a safety interlock because 
there was no procurement policy in place to require this.


• A finding should not denote blame.


Developing Human Factors Findings
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5 Whys


Writing human factors related  


recommendations:


1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you 
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. 
See example of what good looks like


2. The recommendation should not be focused on 
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on 
reliably preventing others getting into the same 
situation by tackling any underlying management 
system causes


3. The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the 
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future


4. It should be sustainable over time


5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area


6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you 
need help


When developing 


recommendations apply the 


Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of 


Controls’ and ask: 


• Can the hazard be removed? 


• Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by 
automation? 


• Can the consequences of the human failure 
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the 
management system? 


• Can human performance be assured by using 
interlocks or other engineered means? 


• Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be 
optimised?
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 What good looks like


An operator using a new pipe cutting machine trapped and badly injured their hand whilst  
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the 
machine as part of site’s initial response


ANALYSIS


FOCUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS


MORE EFFECTIVE DEPTH


MORE EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE


Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5


Incident Description Example:


Operator is to blame 
for reaching into the 
machine whilst still 
switched on.


Discipline the operator. Operator training 
should be completed 
on the specific 
machine they will be 
expected to use on 
site.


Amend the 
procurement 
procedure to include 
a thorough risk 
assessment process 
for equipment selected 
for purchase.


The machine was 
needed quickly; the 
procurement process 
did not require the 
machine purchased  
to have a safety 
interlock.


Operator had already 
received training; 
the machine used 
in training was 
interlocked.


Operator believed that 
lifting the guard would 
disable the machine.


Re-train the operator in 
all aspects of operating 
the machine.


Amend the procedure 
for introducing new 
equipment into the 
workplace to include 
provision for pre use 
testing and safety 
checks.


The machine was not 
fully tested before 
being put to use.


The deeper the analysis the better the recommendation 







5 Whys


Reporting Don’ts


Use labels and conclude the cause was:


• Human error


• Error type (e.g. decision error)


• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)


Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics


• Complacency


• Recklessness / Carelessness


Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done


• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.


Reporting Dos


It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.


Get the HF in your report right:


• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 


• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 


• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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5 Whys


Reporting Don’ts


Use labels and conclude the cause was:


• Human error


• Error type (e.g. decision error)


• Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a 
procedure)


Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics


• Complacency


• Recklessness / Carelessness


Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or 
Should Have Done


• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they 
did what they did.


Reporting Dos


It is important to understand why actions and 
assessments being investigated, made sense to 
people at the time.


Get the HF in your report right:


• In plain language explain how the mindset 
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident 
and why it made sense at the time (see 
example). 


• Clearly identify the human factors that shaped 
or motivated performance with the evidence to 
support. 


• Identify the managerial and organizational 
leadership and cultural factors responsible for 
the human factors that shaped or motivated 
performance that you found.
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How to report an unfolding mind-set


An incident: 


An operator using a new 
pipe cutting machine 
trapped and badly injured 
their hand whilst reaching 
in to retrieve the pipe.


Narrative to avoid:


The operator failed to 
conduct a pre-check to 
identify if the machine had 
an interlock. 


The operator ignored the 
sign placed in the coffee 
area to not put their hands 
close to moving machinery 
parts. 


Narrative to consider:


The operator had 16 years of experience at the time of the incident.


Traditionally, the pipes were cut manually, however as the company grew and needed 
to process 4 times more pipes, 3 years ago the management decided to build a new 
production line with multiple working stations across the shop floor responsible for 
different stages of the manufacturing process.


As the new machines were installed on the shop floor, the operators were trained on the 
use of the machines. Training was delivered by a qualified trainer, and the participants had 
to demonstrate the 100% conformance to the operating procedures. The new machines 
had advanced mechanisms of protecting the users including proximity sensors and 
interlocked guards which switched off the machine if a hand was close to the moving part. 
The side effect of this solution was that due to the design of the machine it was quicker 
to use the interlocked guard than to switch the machine off, remove the pipe, and start it 
again.


6 months before the incident the incident, the manufacturer of the machine went bankrupt. 
2 months before the incident the machine broke and could not be replaced by the same 
model. The company had to find a new supplier urgently due to a building order backlog. 
The newly identified machine had similar specification but no interlocks in place.


The operators were informed that they will be working on the same model of the machine 
as previously.











 


 


 


Background 


• Human factors (HF) usually plays a key role in incidents 
• Behaviour and human error are not ‘root causes’ 
• The aim is to understand the reason why people made the errors or behaved the way they did 
• It will help you be systematic in your investigation if you apply the tools provided while you investigate  
• The tools provided can help you tune into the HF of an incident and guide you towards identifying the 


true causes of an incident  


What is provided? 


• A decision aid to help you recognise the type of error or behaviour (Step 1) 
• A checklist of ‘Performance Shaping Factors’ (PSFs) to aid evidence collection (Step 2) 
• A tool to assess factors that motivated a behaviour (Step 3) 


How to use these tools? 


• Keep an open mind for key behaviours and error and be vigilant for PSFs while you investigate 
• Define the behaviour or error – this might be ready defined in your analysis tool 
• Use the HF tools to examine why the error or behaviour occurred  
• Extract the key PSFs, behaviour triggers and consequences from your HF analysis and add them into your 


Why Tree (remember to keep asking why!) 


High level process 


 


Further support 


Contact your local Investigation specialist or HF specialist 


Basic analysis tool to identify human factor causes of 
incidents during investigations 







1. What mistake was made in the incident?


Did the individual forget / mis-
recall information, or forget to 


do something?


Was a task step missed?


Did part of task get forgotten? 


Was the task left part way through?


Are task steps similar to other work undertaken?


Did they believe the task had been done?
Yes


Did the individual make a poor decision?


Did the individual have an inadequate plan of action?


Was a good decision made too late?


Did the individual fail to make a decision or plan?


Yes


Have decisions been made on assumptions?


Did the individual misjudge something?


Yes


If tick, then


Examine / optimize relevant PSFs:
(See checklist for details)
Manage distractions
Separate concurrent tasks
Procedures vs checklists
Provide memory aids to reduce memory load
Equipment design
Supervision and checks can give verification


If tick, then


No


No


If tick, then


Examine / optimize relevant PSFs:
(See checklist for details)
Knowledge / skills
Competence assurance
Refresher training in complex tasks
Team work
Communications
Procedures
Time pressure
Task complexity
Workload / fatigue


Examine / optimize relevant PSFs:
(See 2 - checklist for details)
Manage distractions
Workload and fatigue
Vision / lighting/ conspicuity / line of sight
Auditory environment
Salience of stimulus
Communications
Design of hardware, signs, signals and alarms


Was the behavior intended? 


Did the individual fail to detect 
or perceive something?


Did they fail to see or hear something?


Were they slow to perceive or detect something?


Did they mis-perceive information?


Did they fail to recognize the importance of something?


Se
ns
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y 
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Did the individual make an 
error of judgment, planning or 


decision making?


If tick, then


Examine / optimize relevant PSFs:
(See checklist for details)
Positive consequences to expected behavior
Expectations of others
Procedures and instructions
Manage workload, production / time pressures
Team work
Equipment design ergonomics and usability
Enhance safety culture and leadership


You may need further analysis of the 
motivation for the behaviour - see 3


Did they not comply with known rules or procedures? 


Were the consequences for the correct behavior weak?


Is this behavior the norm?


Did it save time? effort? discomfort? Or costs?


Has the behavior resulted from exceptional circumstances?


No


No


Yes


Re examine evidence, identify new lines of enquiry or contact HF 
SME for support


Tick applicable


Did the individual do or say 
something unintended or 
inadvertently incorrect or 


unclear?


Did the individual unintentionally select/position something?


Did the individual send or receive unclear information?


Did the individual send or receive incorrect information?


If tick, then


Examine / optimize relevant PSFs:
(See checklist for details)
Manage distractions
Separate concurrent tasks
Equipment design meets expectations
Ergonomics design of tools and equipment
Supervision and checks


No


Yes
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Define the behavior you want to understand:


Summary findings and actions identified:







2. Checklist of performance shaping factors 


Adapted from EI SCTA guidance 


A. Job factors Notes 
1 Clarity of signs, signals, instructions and 


other information 
 


2 System/equipment interface (labelling, 
alarms, error avoidance/tolerance) 


 


3 Difficulty/complexity of task  
4 Routine or unusual task  
5 Divided attention  
6 Procedures inadequate, inappropriate, 


unavailable or not reinforced 
 


7 Preparation for task (e.g. PTW, risk 
assessments, checking) 


 


8 Time available/required  
9 Tools appropriate for task  
10 Communication, with colleagues, 


supervision, contractor, other 
 


11 Working environment (noise, heat, space, 
lighting, ventilation) 


 


B. Person factors Notes 
1 Physical capability and condition  
2 Fatigue (acute from temporary situation, 


or chronic) 
 


3 Stress/morale  
4 Work overload/underload  
5 Competence to deal with circumstances  
6 Motivation vs. other priorities  
C. Organisation factors Notes 
1 Work pressures e.g. production vs. safety  
2 Level and nature of supervision/leadership  
3 Communication  
4 Staffing levels  
5 Peer pressure  
6 Clarity of roles and responsibilities  
7 Consequences of failure to follow 


rules/procedures 
 


8 Effectiveness of organisational learning 
(learning from experiences) 


 


9 Organisational or safety culture, e.g. 
everyone breaks the rules 


 


10 Change management  







3. What motivated the behaviour identified in the investigation? 


Define the Behaviour you want to understand: 


What triggered the behaviour? (tick the most applicable few) What were the consequences to the behaviour? (tick 1 or 2 that apply) 


Tools and equipment  Believe doing the right thing  


Risk awareness  Successful job completion  


Information  Saved effort, time and / or money  


Signs / displays  Avoided discomfort / inconvenience  


Knowledge and skills  Won’t get challenged 
 


Training  Avoid the need to challenge other’s approach  


Accountability  Overcome unworkable procedure  


Expectation of others  Keep production running  


Example of others  Gain approval from manager or team  


Procedures   (Other)  
 


(Other)  (Other)  


Summary of key reasons for behaviour (triggers and PIC 
consequences): 


What needs to be done to strengthen the triggers and consequences to drive 
desired behaviour? 
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Investigating fatigue in incidents tool (IFIT)


Fatigue is the state of tiredness that is associated with long hours of work, prolonged periods without sleep or 
the requirement to work when people would normally be resting. A person experiencing fatigue might be:
• More likely to make mistakes and take risks.
• Less able to respond to unusual or emergency events. 


The influence of fatigue on human performance can and has had a causal and contributory role in incidents. 
However, identifying the causal or contributory role of fatigue can be complex in investigations. To support 
investigations teams the Investigating Fatigue in Incidents Tool (IFIT) was developed. The application of IFIT will 
help investigations systematically investigate lines of enquiry and determine whether fatigue contributed or can 
be ruled out. It is necessary to look at fatigue in a systematic way because an individual's perception may not 
recognize fatigue or it’s impact on performance.


The IFIT analysis process is complimentary to a cause and effect analysis approach and also seeks to link with 
the Basic HF Analysis Tool described in the HF Investigation Toolkit. The IFIT comprises of two parts applied in 
sequence being driven through the cause and effect tool.  


• Part A enables the investigation team to understand if the human behaviour could have been influenced by 
fatigue. This involves analysing whether the human error or behaviour was of a type potentially linked to 
fatigue. You may need to base this on assessment against the subject’s ‘normal’ behaviour. IFIT Part A 
contains a checklist of relevant error types and behaviours that could be related to fatigue. 


• Part B requires the investigation team to examine lines of enquiry to establish whether causes of fatigue 
were present. The causes or indicators of fatigue described in Part B would likely impair human 
performance creating preconditions for the sorts of errors in Part A to occur.   


If you have identified fatigue-like behaviour or errors (Part A) and verified evidence that causes or indicators of  
fatigue existed for the individual concerned (Part B) then you should establish fatigue in the cause and effect 
tool as a causal or contributory factor along with the causes of the fatigue you identified using Part B.  You 
should utilize the following questions to establish the strength of contribution and make an informed 
judgement of the role fatigue had in the incident:


1. Is there a link between the items you have identified in Part A and Part B?
2. Are multiple items from Part B selected?
3. Were there indications of fatigued behaviours observed or reported by witnesses?
4. Were the observed behaviours inconsistent with the subject’s ’normal’ behaviours?
5. Was the task being undertaken routine and highly familiar to the individual?
6. Was the task new, complex or in an abnormal situation, requiring sustained concentration or vigilance?


Example showing a cause and effect tool branch with the results of the Human Error Analysis and IFIT incorporated. The 
red text is explanatory and not required. Prompts are shown where further investigation may be required:







You have identified that fatigue-like behaviour was evident in the incident. Go to Part B and 
investigate lines of enquiry to identify fatigue causes present in the people concerned


PART A: Were there fatigue-like behaviours evident in 
the incident? 


Did not react to information present


Lost focus on the relevant information – focus elsewhere


Lost concentration and focus


Forgetful or unable to remember sequence of events


Forgot recent information or instructions


Forgot established or learned procedures


Accidentally did the wrong thing (commission error)


Accidentally did not do the right thing (omission error)


Inaccurate or incomplete info passed on due to poor communication quality


Did not recognise own errors


Did not recognise that performance was impaired


Took unnecessary risks that put others in danger


Uncontrollable sleep or micro-sleep taken


Ignored normal checks or procedures


    Other fatigue related behaviours


Tick ALL 
that were 
evidenced


Inaccurate recollection of operational procedure


Poor judgments in the decisions made


Selected inappropriate ways for dealing with a problem that led to an error


Ability to assess the risks in a situation or course of action was impaired


Did not anticipate likely sequence of events from their behaviour


Responded on automatic or reverted to old habits


Note evidence supporting this analysis:


Examine HF analysis 
and cause / effect tool


Sensory error


Memory error


Action error


Other


Decision error







PART B: Identify and verify causes of fatigue? 


< 10 hours off shift in 24 hours before incident?


> 16 hours awake since the last period of quality sleep?


Period of sleep prior to day of incident worse than normal?


Use table 1 to describe sleep patterns in the 3 days prior to the incident. 
Identify and include interruptions to sleep and naps taken.


Apply sleep credit method.  
1 hour of sleep = +2 credits, 1 hour awake = -1 credit. 


If result is a negative score then fatigue likely.


Any significant on call duties completed?


High workload or physically arduous work completed?


Duties or tasks involving long period of concentration or mental demand?


Does the person have medical condition making sleeping difficult?


Any self reports of tiredness, fatigue or reduced alertness?


Duties involved long periods of inactivity or/ underload?


Others observed fatigue related behaviours (e.g. yawning or quiet)


Collect relevant info 
to examine these 
lines of enquiry


Taken a flight crossing > 4 time zones in the week prior?


Does the individual work permanent night shifts?


 Was the individual working nights for > 4 consecutive nights?


Overtime or double shift taken leading up to the incident?


Did the incident take place between 02:00 and 06:00 or 15:00 and 17:00?


Were the shifts starting progressively earlier through the shift cycle? 


Any other causes of fatigue? Specify:


Tick ALL 
that were 
evidenced


Quantity and quality 
of sleep


Sleep debt


Work / duties on day 
of incident


Scheduling / time of 
day


Note evidence supporting this analysis:


If you have identified fatigue-like behaviour or errors (Part A) and verified evidence that the 
causes of fatigue existed in people involved in the incident (Part B) then establish fatigue in 


the Logic Tree as a causal or contributory factor. 







Work


Rest


Sleep
Midnight     1am      2am      3am      4am      5am       6am      7am      8am       9am     10am    11am    12am    1pm      2pm      3pm      4pm      5pm      6pm      7pm      8pm      9pm    10pm     11pm   Midnight


Day of the incident


Shade all the days when the person had 24 hours off in the 30 days before the incident (DI)


2830 29 27 26 25 2324 22 2021 1819 121317 16 15 14 11 810 9 7 6 5 34 2 DI1


Work


Rest


Sleep
Midnight     1am      2am      3am      4am      5am       6am      7am      8am       9am     10am    11am    12am    1pm      2pm      3pm      4pm      5pm      6pm      7pm      8pm      9pm    10pm     11pm   Midnight


1 day before incident


Work


Rest


Sleep
Midnight     1am      2am      3am      4am      5am       6am      7am      8am       9am     10am    11am    12am    1pm      2pm      3pm      4pm      5pm      6pm      7pm      8pm      9pm    10pm     11pm   Midnight


2 days before incident


Work


Rest


Sleep
Midnight     1am      2am      3am      4am      5am       6am      7am      8am       9am     10am    11am    12am    1pm      2pm      3pm      4pm      5pm      6pm      7pm      8pm      9pm    10pm     11pm   Midnight


3 days before incident


NOTES:


Calculate time awake and 
asleep


Sleep credit method:
2 credits for each hour of 


sleep and -1 credit for every 
hour awake


Fatigue indicated with 
negative number


Hours of Sleep


Hours awake


Hours of Sleep


Hours awake


Hours of Sleep


Hours awake


Hours of Sleep


Hours awake


Sleep credit:


Sleep credit:


Sleep credit:


Sleep credit:


Table 1: Record the person’s work rest patterns in the days leading up to the incident  


Shade all the times that the person was at work, resting and sleeping in the three days leading to the incident 
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